Supplementary Methods

Constructing the Burrows---Wheeler transformed genome
Tailor first computes the suffix array (SA) of the both strands of the genome, which can be built by sorting all suffixes of the sequence of the concatenation of the plus and minus strand of the genome in lexicographical order. Biological sequences are usually filled with long repeats, which make the construction of SA degenerates to quadratic time and obstructs the practical use. To handle repetitions in linearithmic time, Tailor adapts the difference cover sample (DCS) data structure as proposed (Burkhardt and Karkkainen 2003) to accelerate the sorting. The DCS is the data structure that ensures an anchor pair (whose order is known) can be found for any pair of suffixes (order unknown) within a small offset. With the help of DCS, one can determine the relative order of two suffixes in linearithmic time even with the present of long repeats, which achieves the construction of SA of a genome in reasonable time.
For the human genome, about 15G of main memory is required for the construction of its SA. A feasible solution is to compute the corresponding block of the BWT of the complete text separately (Karkkainen 2007) . Tailor generates the splitter as follows: First, the size of each block is pre---specified as 30 millions (M) which is taking into account the efficiency of sorting and its memory usage in the later stage. The number of blocks (k) is then calculated by k = N / 30M, where N is the length of the genome times 2 (both strands are counted). Second,
Tailor randomly generates about 4k suffix indexes and keeps only the unique indexes, whose size is denoted as u, and then sorts the corresponding suffixes with the help of the DCS. Finally, from the sorted suffixes, Tailor picks the splitters with an interval of u/(k---1). Tailor then classifies all suffixes to each block by comparing the lexicographical order of the sequences of the suffixes and the splitters. Finally, Tailor sorts the suffixes in each block using the bucket sort. The bucket sort is a non---comparison sort, and the average case time complexity is O (n+Ω), where n is sequence length, and Ω is the size of the alphabet, which are 4 letters in this case, A, T, C, and G). However, the worst case space complexity of the bucket sort is O (n*Ω), which is too large to store in the memory in some case, so Tailor uses multi---key quick sort and DCS to pre---sort the suffix indexes, until the size of the unsorted suffix indexes is less than 4 million. Finally, when all blocks are sorted, the indexes are collected accordingly and the SA of the genome is constructed.
Constructing the FM---index
Since biological sequences have a relatively small alphabet, the transformed sequence (i.e., the BWT of the genome) can be further compressed to save space.
For example, DNA sequences are consists of four nucleotides, A, T, C, and G.
One would only need two bits to store a nucleotide, which can greatly reduced the memory usage by 75%. Another edge of compressing the BWT string is that the inverse algorithm can recover 4 nucleotides in reading one single byte and reduce the time calculating position in searching with the help of some additional lookup tables. Other two important tables in the FM---index are the C (Langmead et al. 2009 ).
Searching for prefix matching
As described in the main text, the query is first reverse complemented and Tailor starts to find the converted query in the FM---index by the backward searching algorithm (Ferragina and Manzini 2000; Vyverman et al. 2012) . If the query contains a 3′ tail, the backward searching of the converted query will stop before reaching the end. When the backward searching stops, Tailor records a pair of indexes of the BWT, which indicating all the suffixes that share the same prefix, whose content is the same as the suffix of the converted query (i.e., the prefix of the original query). Starting from each of the suffixes marked by the pair of indexes, Tailor then uses the inverse BWT algorithm (Burrows and Wheeler 1994) to backtrack to the very first base of the genome. The number of bases traversed before reaching the end implicating the chromosomal location of each suffix. To accelerate this process, Tailor keeps a portion of the SA along with an auxiliary data structure as a fast lookup table, which assures the chromosomal location represented by the index of the BWT can be retrieved within a bounded number of backtracking.
SAM Output format
Tailor utilizes two features of the SAM format to store the information on non---templated nucleotide addition. MAPQ reflects the length of the tail with MAPQ=255 -tail_length. And the sequence of the tail is stored in the "TL:Z" tag in the optional field.
Pipeline
This pipeline takes the raw sequencing data as the only input while it needs pre---configuration of genomic annotation files. The pipeline calls Tailor to align sequences to the genome first. Perfect mapped and tailed reads were separated based on the MAPQ. Then BEDTools (Quinlan and Hall 2010 ) is called to assign each read to different genomic features (gene, exon, intron, et al). ParaFly from the Trinity package (Grabherr et al. 2011 ) was used to parallel this process to take advantage of multiple cores and achieve maximal speed. The length distribution of reads in each category was plotted using R language. Data in Figure 4 was analyzed by this pipeline. This pipeline was implemented in Bash and can be found in git@github.com:jhhung/Tailor.git:Tailor/utils/.
Command line used for all the tests
The speed tests were performed using the following commands: 
